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Saint's Progress
This book introduces the latest thinking on the use of Big Data in the context of urban systems,
including research and insights on human behavior, urban dynamics, resource use,
sustainability and spatial disparities, where it promises improved planning, management and
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governance in the urban sectors (e.g., transportation, energy, smart cities, crime, housing,
urban and regional economies, public health, public engagement, urban governance and
political systems), as well as Big Data’s utility in decision-making, and development of
indicators to monitor economic and social activity, and for urban sustainability, transparency,
livability, social inclusion, place-making, accessibility and resilience.

Seeing Like a State
This carefully crafted ebook: "Rainbow Valley" is formatted for your eReader with a functional
and detailed table of contents. Anne Shirley has now been married to Gilbert Blythe for 15
years, and the couple have six children. After a trip to London, Anne returns to the news that a
new minister has arrived in Glen St. Mary. John Meredith is a widower with four young
children. The children have not been properly brought up since the death of their mother, with
only their father to parent them. The children are considered wild and mischievous by many of
the families in the village, causing them to question Mr. Meredith's parenting skills and his
suitability as a minister.

Green Mansions: A Romance of the Tropical Forest
Where the Red Fern Grows
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Go Green Get Lean
The first Earth Day is the most famous little-known event in modern American history. Because
we still pay ritual homage to the planet every April 22, everyone knows something about Earth
Day. Some people may also know that Earth Day 1970 made the environmental movement a
major force in American political life. But no one has told the whole story before. The story of
the first Earth Day is inspiring: it had a power, a freshness, and a seriousness of purpose that
are difficult to imagine today. Earth Day 1970 created an entire green generation. Thousands
of Earth Day organizers and participants decided to devote their lives to the environmental
cause. Earth Day 1970 helped to build a lasting eco-infrastructure—lobbying organizations,
environmental beats at newspapers, environmental-studies programs, ecology sections in
bookstores, community ecology centers. In The Genius of Earth Day, the prizewinning
historian Adam Rome offers a compelling account of the rise of the environmental movement.
Drawing on his experience as a journalist as well as his expertise as a scholar, he explains
why the first Earth Day was so powerful, bringing one of the greatest political events of the
twentieth century to life.

Seeing Cities Through Big Data
Are you looking for happiness? Happiness results when you practice living authentically,
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maintain balance, and enjoy the moment. Just like learning to ride a bike, it takes some effort
and practice, but not a lot. Remember the first day you actually could ride your bike? That
moment was filled with of joy and happiness. Your entire life can be filled with that same
magicthe moment you invite happiness into your world. How did you learn to ride a bike?
Answer: By riding a bike. Trial and error. Stops and starts until eventually you master the skill
of bike riding---this is a difficult skill that once learned, is never lost. How does one learn to live
a happy life? Answer: By living. Trial and error. Experience and practice until you become a
master of happiness. Once you master the skill of living, it is yours. Happiness wants you! invite it into your life. Successful lives are not dependent on goal-setting, financial
independence, the discovery of secrets, or following a guru. Life is for living. Your life is a gift
from the universe to you. This gift is waiting to be opened, activated, understood, utilized,
maintained, and appreciated. Once you take responsibility for your life, monitor and guide its
course, you can avoid pain and experience all the joys of living. Like piloting your first bike,
living without pain gives you the freedom to be you. "Happiness Wants You" will reawaken the
truth that you already know. You are a perfect human being, perfectly positioned to assume the
creation of your destiny. But, just like learning to ride a bike, this is a do-it-yourself project.
Start now. Invite happiness into your life. It's never too early - or too late. Once you learn how
to ride your new bicycle of life - point it in the right direction - stay on the path - avoid the
potholes - and enjoy the journey. You can ride anywhere you desire. There is no hurry to get to
the finish line. ---19 Illustrations by A.T. Olsen

Rainbow Valley
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Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times bestseller is
the definitive manual for anyone interested in gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate
control – from the author of The Laws of Human Nature. In the book that People magazine
proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers have distilled three
thousand years of the history of power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the philosophies
of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging
from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never
Outshine the Master”), others teach the value of confidence (“Law 28: Enter Action with
Boldness”), and many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15: Crush Your Enemy
Totally”). Every law, though, has one thing in common: an interest in total domination. In a bold
and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of Power is ideal whether your aim is conquest,
self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the game.

Seeing Green
Key Features: Study methods Introduction to the text Summaries with critical notes Themes
and techniques Textual analysis of key passages Author biography Historical and literary
background Modern and historical critical approaches Chronology Glossary of literary terms

The 48 Laws of Power
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In the future, in a place called Satelite City, fourteen-year-old Cosmo Hill enters the world,
unwanted by his parents. He's sent to the Clarissa Frayne Institute for Parentally Challenged
Boys, Freight class. At Clarissa Frayne, the boys are put to work by the state, testing highly
dangerous products. At the end of most days, they are covered with burns, bruises, and sores.
Cosmo realizes that if he doesn't escape, he will die at this so-called orphanage. When the
moment finally comes, Cosmo seizes his chance and breaks out with the help of the
Supernaturalists, a motley crew of kids who all have the same special ability as Cosmo-they
can see supernatural Parasites, creatures that feed on the life force of humans.

Geometry
A fascinating and beautifully illustrated volume that explains what street trees tell us about
humanity’s changing relationship with nature and the city Today, cities around the globe are
planting street trees to mitigate the effects of climate change. However, as landscape historian
Sonja Dümpelmann explains, this is not a new phenomenon. In her eye-opening work,
Dümpelmann shows how New York City and Berlin began systematically planting trees to
improve the urban climate during the nineteenth century, presenting the history of the practice
within its larger social, cultural, and political contexts. A unique integration of empirical
research and theory, Dümpelmann’s richly illustrated work uncovers this important untold
story. Street trees—variously regarded as sanitizers, nuisances, upholders of virtue, economic
engines, and more—reflect the changing relationship between humans and nonhuman nature in
urban environments. Offering valuable insights and frameworks, this authoritative volume will
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be an important resource for years to come.

Your Brain On Nature
The first prescriptive, innovative guide to seeing inflection points before they happen—and how
to harness these disruptive influences to give your company a strategic advantage.
Paradigmatic shifts in the business landscape, known as inflection points, can either create
new, entrepreneurial opportunities (see Amazon and Netflix) or they can lead to devastating
consequences (e.g., Blockbuster and Toys R Us). Only those leaders who can “see around
corners”–that is, spot the disruptive inflection points developing before they hit–are poised to
succeed in this market. Columbia Business School Professor and corporate consultant Rita
McGrath contends that inflection points, though they may seem sudden, are not random. Every
seemingly overnight shift is the final stage of a process that has been subtly building for some
time. Armed with the right strategies and tools, smart businesses can see these inflection
points coming and use them to gain a competitive advantage. Seeing Around Corners is the
first hands-on guide to anticipating, understanding, and capitalizing on the inflection points
shaping the marketplace.

Seeing Students Learn Science
Geometry Designed for Understanding Jacobs’ Geometry utilizes a clear, conversational,
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engaging approach to teach your student the concepts, principles, and application of Geometry
through practical, real-life application! Harold Jacobs guides your student through Geometry,
enabling them to discover the concepts & their applications for themselves in order to develop
an understanding of the principles that goes beyond simple memorization to pass a test.
Jacobs’ unique instructional approach to math means your student: Develops a true
understanding of geometric principlesInteracts with concepts using real-world examples,
ensuring they’ll know exactly how to apply the material they are learning to real-life and other
academic subjectsIs prepared to take their understanding of Geometry concepts outside the
math textbook and successfully apply them to higher math courses, sciences, & everyday lifeIs
equipped with an understanding of the foundational mathematical concepts of Geometry—and
once a student truly understands the concepts in Geometry, they are equipped & prepared for
all higher math & sciences! Engaging, Real-World Instruction Understanding both the why and
how of Geometry is foundational to your student’s success in high school and college.
Jacobs’ Geometry provides students with a clear and thorough understanding of why concepts
work, as well as how they are applied to solve real-world problems. A Top Choice for High
School Success & College Prep Jacobs’ Geometry has proven its ability to guide students
towards success and is still the choice of top teachers and schools. The unique instructional
method within Jacobs’ Geometry ensures your student understands both the why and how of
Geometry and establishes a strong foundation for higher math & science courses. If your
student is planning for college or a STEM career, Jacobs’ Geometry ensures they are
equipped with the tools they need to succeed! Geometry Student Text Includes: Full Color
Illustrations16 sections, covering deductive reasoning, lines & angles, congruence,
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inequalities, quadrilaterals, area, triangles, circles, theorems, polygons, geometric solids, and
more!Answers to select exercises in the back of the textFlexible based on focus & intensity of
courseSet I exercises review ideas & concepts from previous lessons to provide ongoing
application of material.Set II exercises allow student to apply material from the new lessonSet
III exercises provided additional, more challenging problems

My Life as a Night Elf Priest
2019 Christian Book Award® “Tilly’s own joy in freedom from envy is contagious, and you will
find yourself challenged, encouraged, and wondering what needs to be uncovered in your life.”
-Rachel Jankovic, What Have You podcast “Seeing Green gently but persistently exposed the
envy in my life and made me want something better.” -Betsy Childs Howard, The Gospel
Coalition What Do You Do When Envy Clouds Your Heart? You know that feeling, don't you?
That heart sting when someone else receives the very thing you desire. When your best friend
announces her engagement. When your sister says she's pregnant. When your coworker gets
the promotion. You tell yourself you're happy for her, but you feel a hint of something else. That
something is envy. What if, in those moments, you were able to turn away from the green glow
of envy, and see the spotlight of God's glory shine on your friend? What if your first response
was joy? Join Tilly Dillehay as she uncovers seven common sources of envy and challenges
you to change the way you think about God's glory. In doing so, you will learn to rejoice with
others, you will experience greater contentment, and you will discover how to truly love your
neighbor as yourself.
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Seeing Green
Inscribing Faith in Late Antiquity considers the Greek and Latin texts inscribed in churches and
chapels in the late antique Mediterranean (c. 300–800 CE), compares them to similar texts
from pagan, Jewish, and Muslim spaces of worship, and explores how they functioned both
textually and visually. These texts not only recorded the names and prayers of the faithful, but
were powerful verbal and visual statements of cultural values and religious beliefs, conveying
meaning through their words as well as through their appearances. In fact, the two were
intimately connected. All of these texts – Christian, Jewish, Muslim, and pagan – acted visually,
embracing their own materiality as mosaic, paint, or carved stone. Colourful and artfully
arranged, the inscriptions framed human relationships with the divine, encouraged responses
from readers, and made prayers material. In the first in-depth examination of the inscriptions as
words and as images, the author reimagines the range of aesthetic, cultural, and religious
experiences that were possible in spaces of worship. Inscribing Faith in Late Antiquity is
essential reading for those interested in Roman, late antique, and Byzantine material and
visual culture, inscriptions and other texts, and religious life in the ancient Mediterranean.

From Tee to Green
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
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artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work.This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Seeing Social Problems
Reprint. Contains material originally published by Victor H. Green in 1938, 1947, 1954, and
1963.

Seeing Around Corners
“One of the most profound and illuminating studies of this century to have been published in
recent decades.”—John Gray, New York Times Book Review Hailed as “a magisterial critique
of top-down social planning” by the New York Times, this essential work analyzes disasters
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from Russia to Tanzania to uncover why states so often fail—sometimes catastrophically—in
grand efforts to engineer their society or their environment, and uncovers the conditions
common to all such planning disasters. “Beautifully written, this book calls into sharp relief the
nature of the world we now inhabit.”—New Yorker “A tour de force.”— Charles Tilly, Columbia
University

Aeneid
Thank you very much for getting started with this book! You are reading this now because I
hope you have the chance to feel the love, peace, and joy I feel. If you read one chapter each
day, you might be amazed before you are halfway through! You get 28 chapters in this book
designed to be read one day at a time in the morning, throughout the day, or at night. I do this
myself each day and share in my voice what I am learning in my daily journey of being the best
person I can be today. Here are the titles for the 28 chapters in this book. From reading these,
you can get a great idea of what this book will help you with! 1.Amazing things happen in
appreciating the now. 2.How to thrive by taking your own advice. 3.Are you praying for help?
You will receive it. 4.How to deal with uncertainty when you don't know. 5.Take your pick:
choosing to be happy or sad. 6.How to take responsibility for your emotions and thrive. 7.How
to tackle your problems right now. 8.Achieving happiness with positive affirmations every day.
9.Feeling tired? Create an uplifting daily self-care routine. 10.What could you gain from slowing
down life? 11.How to continue consistent persistence every day. 12.Do you appreciate what
you have today? 13.The benefits of sharing problems with others. 14.One easy solution to
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improving your mood. 15.How a daily prayer affirmation can improve your life. 16.Reality in the
downside of wishful thinking. 17.You do make a unique impact in life. 18.Time travel is real - go
backwards or forwards in time to appreciate now. 19.How can I love the people already in my
life? 20.The key to overcoming fear with faith. 21.How to enjoy the journey as much as the
destination. 22.Happiness challenge: how to master your mindfulness while sick. 23.Gaining
peace in accepting your circumstances. 24.Perfect positioning: the right place at the right time
in life. 25.How to treat emotional pain by eliminating physical pain. 26.Getting things done: how
to get started on your goals. 27.How to simplify your lifestyle and have more than before.
28.How to be optimistic about death. Thank you for reading this book and I hope you enjoy it
as much as I did creating it! Sincerely, Jerry Banfield

Trees of Power
A NEW YORK TIMES, WASHINGTON POST, USA TODAY, AND PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
BESTSELLER “[A] diverse and enlightening book . . . The 99% Invisible City is altogether
fresh and imaginative when it comes to thinking about urban spaces.” —The New York Times
Book Review “Here is a field guide, a boon, a bible, for the urban curious. Your city’s secret
anatomy laid bare—a hundred things you look at but don’t see, see but don’t know. Each entry
is a compact, surprising story, a thought piece, an invitation to marvel. Together, they are
almost transformative. To know why things are as they are adds a satisfying richness to daily
existence. This book is terrific, just terrific.” —Mary Roach, New York Times bestselling author
of Stiff, Grunt, and Gulp “The 99% Invisible City brings into view the fascinating but often
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unnoticed worlds we walk and drive through every day, and to read it is to feel newly alive and
aware of your place in the world. This book made me laugh, and it made me cry, and it
reminded me to always read the plaque.” —John Green, New York Times bestselling author of
The Fault in Our Stars and Turtles All The Way Down A beautifully designed guidebook to the
unnoticed yet essential elements of our cities, from the creators of the wildly popular 99%
Invisible podcast Have you ever wondered what those bright, squiggly graffiti marks on the
sidewalk mean? Or stopped to consider why you don't see metal fire escapes on new
buildings? Or pondered the story behind those dancing inflatable figures in car dealerships?
99% Invisible is a big-ideas podcast about small-seeming things, revealing stories baked into
the buildings we inhabit, the streets we drive, and the sidewalks we traverse. The show
celebrates design and architecture in all of its functional glory and accidental absurdity, with
intriguing tales of both designers and the people impacted by their designs. Now, in The 99%
Invisible City: A Field Guide to Hidden World of Everyday Design, host Roman Mars and
coauthor Kurt Kohlstedt zoom in on the various elements that make our cities work, exploring
the origins and other fascinating stories behind everything from power grids and fire escapes to
drinking fountains and street signs. With deeply researched entries and beautiful line drawings
throughout, The 99% Invisible City will captivate devoted fans of the show and anyone curious
about design, urban environments, and the unsung marvels of the world around them.

Seeing the Sourlands
Science educators in the United States are adapting to a new vision of how students learn
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science. Children are natural explorers and their observations and intuitions about the world
around them are the foundation for science learning. Unfortunately, the way science has been
taught in the United States has not always taken advantage of those attributes. Some students
who successfully complete their Kâ€"12 science classes have not really had the chance to "do"
science for themselves in ways that harness their natural curiosity and understanding of the
world around them. The introduction of the Next Generation Science Standards led many
states, schools, and districts to change curricula, instruction, and professional development to
align with the standards. Therefore existing assessmentsâ€"whatever their purposeâ€"cannot
be used to measure the full range of activities and interactions happening in science
classrooms that have adapted to these ideas because they were not designed to do so. Seeing
Students Learn Science is meant to help educators improve their understanding of how
students learn science and guide the adaptation of their instruction and approach to
assessment. It includes examples of innovative assessment formats, ways to embed
assessments in engaging classroom activities, and ideas for interpreting and using novel kinds
of assessment information. It provides ideas and questions educators can use to reflect on
what they can adapt right away and what they can work toward more gradually.

The Genius of Earth Day
"Details how the human brain is linked to the natural world and offers nature-based methods
for reducing stress, improving cognitive powers, and boosting the efficiency of exercise"-Page 15/32
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Seeing Nature
Threshold Concepts in Women’s and Gender Studies: Ways of Seeing, Thinking, and
Knowing is a textbook designed primarily for introduction to Women’s and Gender Studies
courses with the intent of providing both a skills- and concept-based foundation in the field.
The text is driven by a single key question: "What are the ways of thinking, seeing, and
knowing that characterize women’s and gender studies and are valued by its practitioners?"
Rather than taking a topical approach, Threshold Concepts in Women’s and Gender Studies
develops the key concepts and ways of thinking that students need in order to develop a deep
understanding and to approach material like feminist scholars do, across disciplines. This book
illustrates four of the most critical concepts in women’s and gender studies: the social
construction of gender; privilege and oppression; intersectionality; and feminist praxis, and
grounds these concepts in multiple illustrations.

Pilgrim at Tinker Creek
"Ever since the creators of the animated television show South Park turned their lovingly
sardonic gaze on the massively multiplayer online game World of Warcraft for an entire
episode, WoW's status as an icon of digital culture has been secure. My Life as a Night Elf
Priest digs deep beneath the surface of that icon to explore the rich particulars of the World of
Warcraft player's experience." —Julian Dibbell, Wired "World of Warcraft is the best
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representative of a significant new technology, art form, and sector of society: the themeoriented virtual world. Bonnie Nardi's pioneering transnational ethnography explores this game
both sensitively and systematically using the methods of cultural anthropology and aesthetics
with intensive personal experience as a guild member, media teacher, and magical quest Elf."
—William Sims Bainbridge, author of The Warcraft Civilization and editor of Online Worlds
“Nardi skillfully covers all of the hot button issues that come to mind when people think of
video games like World of Warcraft such as game addiction, sexism, and violence. What gives
this book its value are its unexpected gems of rare and beautifully detailed research on less
sensationalized topics of interest such as the World of Warcraft player community in China,
game modding, the increasingly blurred line between play and work, and the rich and
fascinating lives of players and player cultures. Nardi brings World of Warcraft down to earth
for non-players and ties it to social and cultural theory for scholars. . . . the best ethnography of
a single virtual world produced so far.” —Lisa Nakamura, University of Illinois World of Warcraft
rapidly became one of the most popular online world games on the planet, amassing 11.5
million subscribers—officially making it an online community of gamers that had more
inhabitants than the state of Ohio and was almost twice as populous as Scotland. It's a
massively multiplayer online game, or MMO in gamer jargon, where each person controls a
single character inside a virtual world, interacting with other people's characters and computercontrolled monsters, quest-givers, and merchants. In My Life as a Night Elf Priest, Bonnie
Nardi, a well-known ethnographer who has published extensively on how theories of what we
do intersect with how we adopt and use technology, compiles more than three years of
participatory research in Warcraft play and culture in the United States and China into this field
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study of player behavior and activity. She introduces us to her research strategy and the
history, structure, and culture of Warcraft; argues for applying activity theory and theories of
aesthetic experience to the study of gaming and play; and educates us on issues of gender,
culture, and addiction as part of the play experience. Nardi paints a compelling portrait of what
drives online gamers both in this country and in China, where she spent a month studying
players in Internet cafes. Bonnie Nardi has given us a fresh look not only at World of Warcraft
but at the field of game studies as a whole. One of the first in-depth studies of a game that has
become an icon of digital culture, My Life as a Night Elf Priest will capture the interest of both
the gamer and the ethnographer. Bonnie A. Nardi is an anthropologist by training and a
professor in the Department of Informatics in the Donald Bren School of Information and
Computer Sciences at the University of California, Irvine. Her research focus is the social
implications of digital technologies. She is the author of A Small Matter of Programming:
Perspectives on End User Computing and the coauthor of Information Ecologies: Using
Technology with Heart and Acting with Technology: Activity Theory and Interaction Design.
Cover art by Jessica Damsky

Seeing Green
A beloved classic that captures the powerful bond between man and man’s best friend. Billy
has long dreamt of owning not one, but two, dogs. So when he’s finally able to save up
enough money for two pups to call his own—Old Dan and Little Ann—he’s ecstatic. It doesn’t
matter that times are tough; together they’ll roam the hills of the Ozarks. Soon Billy and his
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hounds become the finest hunting team in the valley. Stories of their great achievements
spread throughout the region, and the combination of Old Dan’s brawn, Little Ann’s brains,
and Billy’s sheer will seems unbeatable. But tragedy awaits these determined hunters—now
friends—and Billy learns that hope can grow out of despair, and that the seeds of the future can
come from the scars of the past. Praise for Where the Red Fern Grows A Top 100 Children’s
Novel, School Library Journal's A Fuse #8 Production A Must-Read for Kids 9 to 14, NPR
Winner of Multiple State Awards Over 7 million copies in print! “Very touching.” —The New
York Times Book Review “One of the great classics of children’s literature . . . Any child who
doesn’t get to read this beloved and powerfully emotional book has missed out on an
important piece of childhood for the last 40-plus years.” —Common Sense Media “An exciting
tale of love and adventure you’ll never forget.” —School Library Journal “A book of unadorned
naturalness.” —Kirkus Reviews “Written with so much feeling and sentiment that adults as well
as children are drawn [in] with a passion.” —Arizona Daily Star “It’s a story about a young boy
and his two hunting dogs and . . . I can’t even go on without getting a little misty.” —The
Huffington Post “We tear up just thinking about it.” —Time on the film adaptation

Seeing Green
“The finest work of fiction by any American writer No American novel comes closer than
Gatsby to surpassing literary artistry, and none tells us more about ourselves” THE
WASHINGTON POST “A curious book, a mystical, glamorous story that's both boisterous and
tragic” THE NEW YORK TIMES “Fantastic proof that chivalry, of a sort, is not dead” LIFE
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MAGAZINE It's the Roaring Twenties, and New York City is the place to be. Everything can be
purchased, everyone can be bought. But, can you make money erase your past? It's the
Roaring Twenties, and it is the time of over-indulgence. As far as the eyes can see and the
mind can perceive, there are ostentatious displays of wealth and even more lavish displays of
decadency. Unapologetic decadency. But, does it ever stop? It's the Roaring Twenties, and the
great American Dream has been perverted. It no longer stands for anything profound that
resonates with people. But, does the Idealism even attempt to stop the Materialism? As more
and more people lose themselves to the lure of money, ironically the only person who remains
unaffected is Jay Gatsby, the enigmatic host of the most extravagant parties… In this definitive
tale on American culture, Fitzgerald pits a chaste dream against the corrupting influences of
wealth and comes up with an epic story that can only be defined as ‘A Great American novel’.

Seeing Green Through Waste Prevention
Over the past 20 years America has been steadily marching toward a diet that is more
drenched in fossil fuel than any key nutrient. Experts estimate that it now takes roughly 7 to 10
calories of fossil fuel energy to bring one calorie of food energy to the American plate. Not only
have our eating habits turned us into an increasingly overweight society, but the alarming truth
is that our food choices are having as much of an impact on the planet as the cars we drive.
Go Green Get Lean is the perfect eating plan for our time. Revealing easy-to-follow steps
anyone can take to eat for a healthy body and planet—and drop up to 9 pounds in the first 2
weeks—Kate Geagan helps readers see the questionable value of "convenience" foods, and
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explains why going green doesn't require a drastic vegan overhaul. Because there are many
nutritional benefits to be drawn from some non-plant-based food choices, she points readers to
the best selections, including occasional splurges they can enjoy in good conscience. In
learning to make truly LEAN choices, Kate offers the following straightforward formula: Before
eating food, ask yourself: Local or global? What was the Energy used to bring it to my plate?
(Include processing, packaging, transportation, and temperature of food.) Animal or plant?
(Plant foods are greener.) Is this Necessary? (Is this food critical to my health and weight
goals?) This trailblazing work—the first to offer a specific weight-loss plan along with the
promise of a lowered carbon footprint—makes it possible for readers to help the environment
and their waistlines at the same time.

The Negro Motorist Green Book Compendium
Seeing Nature is a series of true stories or parables that offer tools for understanding
relationships in the natural world. Many of the stories take the reader to wild landscapes,
including canyons, tundra, and mountain ridges, while others contemplate the human-made
world: water-diversion trenches and supermarket check-out lines. At one point, Krafel
discovers a world in a one-inch-square patch of ordinary ground. Inspiring for parents and
teachers seeking to encourage excitement about the positive role of people in nature, Krafel's
work harkens to St. Exupery's The Little Prince, Annie Dillard's Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, and
Jean Giono's The Man Who Planted Trees. As Barbara Damrosch has noted: [This book] is a
gift. With curiosity, wit, and a spare and graceful style, Krafel notes why birds in flocks land as
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they do, how islands can move upstream in a river, how kelp forests, swaying gently, break the
force of the sea's power, how tundra plants create whole ecosystems on bare rock from mere
specks of life. Yet there are no long-winded sermons about the woods, or cute
anthropomorphizations of animals. The book's economical, unsentimental style is part of its
originality. Paul Krafel's years as a park ranger afforded him time to walk and think--his job was
to observe the world around him. He is now a teacher, creating a curriculum for young people
that is built on a startlingly simple truth: The world around us is an extended conversation
between "upward spirals"--nature in regenerative, procreative modes--and downward spirals
toward entropy and disintegration. As nature refreshes and rebuilds, the downward spirals are
overcome. Nature's process becomes the process of replenishing hope.

Threshold Concepts in Women’s and Gender Studies
Pilgrim at Tinker Creek is the story of a dramatic year in Virginia's Blue Ridge valley. Annie
Dillard sets out to see what she can see. What she sees are astonishing incidents of "mystery,
death, beauty, violence."

Seeing Trees
The organic grower's guide to planting, propagation, culture, and ecology Trees are our allies
in healing the world. Partnering with trees allows us to build soil, enhance biodiversity, increase
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wildlife populations, grow food and medicine, and pull carbon out of the atmosphere,
sequestering it in the soil. Trees of Power explains how we can work with these arboreal allies,
specifically focusing on propagation, planting, and individual species. Author Akiva Silver is an
enthusiastic tree grower with years of experience running his own commercial nursery. In this
book he clearly explains the most important concepts necessary for success with perennial
woody plants. It's broken down into two parts: the first covering concepts and horticultural skills
and the second with in-depth information on individual species. You'll learn different ways to
propagate trees: by seed, grafting, layering, or with cuttings. These time-honored techniques
make it easy for anyone to increase their stock of trees, simply and inexpensively. Ten
chapters focus on the specific ecology, culture, and uses of different trees, ones that are
common to North America and in other temperate parts of the world: Chestnut: The Bread Tree
Apples: The Magnetic Center Poplar: The Homemaker Ash: Maker of Wood Mulberry: The
Giving Tree Elderberry: The Caretaker Hickory: Pillars of Life Hazelnut: The Provider Black
Locust: The Restoration Tree Beech: The Root Runner Trees of Power fills an urgent need for
up-to-date information on some of our most important tree species, those that have multiple
benefits for humans, animals, and nature. It also provides inspiration for new generations of
tree stewards and caretakers who will not only benefit themselves, but leave a lasting legacy
for future generations. Trees of Power is for everyone who wants to connect with trees. It is for
the survivalist, the gardener, the homesteader, the forager, the permaculturist, the
environmentalist, the parent, the schoolteacher, the farmer, and anyone who feels a deep
kinship with these magnificent beings.
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The Handmaid's Tale
Seeing Social Problems: The Hidden Stories Behind Contemporary Issues shows students
how to think about social problems in a new way, by carefully analyzing headline-making
issues they are already familiar with and illustrating the connection between individual
problems and larger social forces. Each chapter engages students in thinking about the world
sociologically by focusing on a specific case study that represents a more general social
problem. The chapters always start with the knowledge, beliefs, attitudes, and personal
experiences that students bring to the case—what author Ira Silver refers to as the conventional
wisdom—and effectively demonstrate to them the “first wisdom” of sociology: “things are not
what they seem.” In each instance, Silver shows how sociologists ask questions, gather
empirical data, use multiple perspectives, and consider larger social forces to discover the
“hidden stories” behind individual behavior.

The Great Gatsby
A collections of essays about the plants, animals and natural qualities of the Sourlands region
of central New Jersey. The essays are accompanied with photographs and additional
photographs are used throughout the book.

The 99% Invisible City
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Walden Pond. The Grand Canyon.Yosemite National Park. Throughout the twentieth century,
photographers and filmmakers created unforgettable images of these and other American
natural treasures. Many of these images, including the work of Ansel Adams, continue to
occupy a prominent place in the American imagination. Making these representations, though,
was more than a purely aesthetic project. In fact, portraying majestic scenes and threatened
places galvanized concern for the environment and its protection. Natural Visions documents
through images the history of environmental reform from the Progressive era to the first Earth
Day celebration in 1970, showing the crucial role the camera played in the development of the
conservation movement. In Natural Visions, Finis Dunaway tells the story of how visual
imagery—such as wilderness photographs, New Deal documentary films, and Sierra Club
coffee-table books—shaped modern perceptions of the natural world. By examining the
relationship between the camera and environmental politics through detailed studies of key
artists and activists, Dunaway captures the emotional and spiritual meaning that became
associated with the American landscape. Throughout the book, he reveals how photographers
and filmmakers adapted longstanding traditions in American culture—the Puritan jeremiad, the
romantic sublime, and the frontier myth—to literally picture nature as a place of grace for the
individual and the nation. Beautifully illustrated with photographs by Ansel Adams, Eliot Porter,
and a host of other artists, Natural Visions will appeal to a wide range of readers interested in
American cultural history, the visual arts, and environmentalism.

Finding Peace One Day at a Time
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Described as a “timely, energetic and witty” story of a young woman “on a mission to
puncture the stasis of Reagan-Bush environmental policy” (Book Review, Huffington Post,
04/04/2012), Seeing Green pays homage to the DC scene, international---and office---politics,
and idealism. The novel also explores the rocky and rewarding terrain of family and personal
relationships from the perspective of a multicultural protagonist in “a felicitously fast-moving,
tightly organized narrative” (Amazon book review).

Inscribing Faith in Late Antiquity
"Over 15 chapters, Dunaway transforms what we know about icons and events. Seeing Green
is the first history of ads, films, political posters, and magazine photography in the postwar
American environmental movement. From fear of radioactive fallout during the Cold War to
anxieties about global warming today, images have helped to produce what Dunaway calls
"ecological citizenship," telling us that "we are all to blame." Dunaway heightens our
awareness of how depictions of environmental catastrophes are constructed, manipulated, and
fought over"--Publisher info.

The Outsiders
Building environmental strength through a diversity of youth While concern about the state of
our land, air, and water continues to grow, there is widespread belief that environmental issues
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are primarily of interest to wealthy white communities. Engage, Connect, Protect explodes this
myth, revealing the deep and abiding interest that African American, Latino, and Native
American communities – many of whom live in degraded and polluted parts of the country –
have in our collective environment. Part eye-opening critique of the cultural divide in
environmentalism, part biography of a leading social entrepreneur, and part practical toolkit for
engaging diverse youth, Engage, Connect, Protect covers: Why communities of color are
largely unrecognized in the environmental movement Bridging the cultural divide and activating
a new generation of environmental stewards A curriculum for engaging diverse youth and
young adults through culturally appropriate methods and activities A resource guide for
connecting mainstream America to organizations working with diverse youth within
environmental projects, training, and employment. Engage, Connect, Protect is a wake-up call
for businesses, activists, educators, and policymakers to recognize the work of grassroots
activists in diverse communities and create opportunities for engaging with diverse youth as
the next generation of environmental stewards.

The Supernaturalist
This engagingly written, jargon-free challenge to the misguided and dangerous global
obsession with cultural difference critiques the popular notion that world affairs are determined
by civilizations with immutable and conflicting cultures. Culture is too often understood as a
straightjacket of values that make people act in a certain way. A more accurate and
constructive approach is to see culture as a changing system of meaning, which individuals
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deploy selectively to make sense of the world.

Happiness Wants You
Avid golfer Marvin R. Wamble has played on courses all around the world, and he understands
the precarious nature of the game. It has its ups and downs, and no golfers, no matter how
good they are, can always be guaranteed a great round. By the same token, Wamble the
minister realizes that the game of life is impossible to master without the Lord. From Tee to
Green, a devotional written for golfers searching for a way to improve their lives, shares
Wamble's witty and insightful reflections on life and golf. With personal anecdotes, spiritual
lessons, and prayers, he dares to ask tough questions designed to spur readers to the next
level of their game-whether it's in the middle of a golf course or at one of life's emotional and
spiritual crossroads. Wamble shows us how to make God a part of our daily lives so that we
may walk with spiritual confidence and courage. Not wanting us to settle for par or bogey, the
Lord lovingly infuses us with the power and authority to allow a more abundant existence,
allowing us to not only fly like eagles, but to capture a few on the links as well.

Natural Visions
50 years of an iconic classic! This international bestseller and inspiration for a beloved movie is
a heroic story of friendship and belonging. No one ever said life was easy. But Ponyboy is
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pretty sure that he's got things figured out. He knows that he can count on his brothers, Darry
and Sodapop. And he knows that he can count on his friends—true friends who would do
anything for him, like Johnny and Two-Bit. But not on much else besides trouble with the Socs,
a vicious gang of rich kids whose idea of a good time is beating up on “greasers” like
Ponyboy. At least he knows what to expect—until the night someone takes things too far. The
Outsiders is a dramatic and enduring work of fiction that laid the groundwork for the YA genre.
S. E. Hinton's classic story of a boy who finds himself on the outskirts of regular society
remains as powerful today as it was the day it was first published. "The Outsiders transformed
young-adult fiction from a genre mostly about prom queens, football players and high school
crushes to one that portrayed a darker, truer world." —The New York Times "Taut with tension,
filled with drama." —The Chicago Tribune "[A] classic coming-of-age book." —Philadelphia Daily
News A New York Herald Tribune Best Teenage Book A Chicago Tribune Book World Spring
Book Festival Honor Book An ALA Best Book for Young Adults Winner of the Massachusetts
Children's Book Award

Seeing Culture Everywhere
Engage, Connect, Protect
Seeing Green is the stunning conclusion to this smart, three-book case and brings Nancy and
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company back to River Heights, where they continue to investigate Green Solutions, the shady
American company that is defrauding Casa Verde.
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